
Relations

as application:relational databases.
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Questions aboutdata stored in tables
can be posed precisely using thelanguageof relations.

saL structured overy language)
implements this.

Det Abarrelation R on Sets A, B is
- subsetR = AXB.

Recall:AxB =[(a,b7
:

atA,b +B3

we wateras g



examples:

① "is related to" is a binary relation
on people!

let P be the setofall people.
"is related to "is [(x,y): x,yep, rated

toy3
So Serena Williams, Venus Williams
E "is related to"

ButLucy Williams, SerenaWilliams (
E "is related to

"

② L on A =3,2,3,43 is

c =

3(1,2),7,3),91,47, [2,37,72,4],
23,473

so 12 but342, because (1,2)
but(3,2) is not.

③ Let f:Ati be a function.

<<a,f(c)):a = A3 = AXB, so itis

a relation.

so any function defines a relation.

7:AtBis a function=> [[a, f(a)3:atA3 is
a relation



&is theconverse true?

[(x,y):xEA,y +B3 iS
=7 fA+ B s.t.

a relation f(x) =y is a

function

④ LetA:months, B:num. days
E Jan, 317, SFeb, 287, [Feb, 297, [Mar, 31,
...

is therelation indicating thenumber of
days in a month.

Note:we can also representrelations visually:
Jan 31 28
Feb 28

Jan->
Fel 29 FebtsMar 37 mar-
Apr 30 A Pr 3)

⑰ A =21,2,3,43
R=[(1,1, (1137, 23, 17, 23,37, 42, 47,

<2,27,94,27,34,473

arb is "has same parityas
"

⑥ R1 =2 < 1,37,12,433 = AXA
so is a relation!

a has same parity as band a is less
man b



-ertiesofrelations

LetR =AXA ISOR is a relation onA)

Let's representR as a graph:
a,- an R =[(a,az),(an,q2),(a,,az)]
↳ as edge a, toas means (a,,927

R is receive if Fat A: a Ra
R

all nodes a az
have self-loops -

Ris irrefire if FaCA:aRa
no node has a,+ az
a self-loop &

as

&are all relations on Aeitherreflexive
or irreflexive?

Ris metric if
va,, aztA:a,Raz=7 ac Ra,
&

a, + az- as +Xay
unenever we have a forward edge, we also
have a backward edge.



R is antimetric if

Xa,, azA:(aRb1bRa) =)(a
=b)

an Pa,- az
never have backwards edge (butself-loops 0k)

R is transitive if
-

Na,b, cA:laRbnbRc7=> aRc

a+b+ L axec
-

shortcutedges mustalways exist

&is a,az transitive? -
I

1 - 2- 34
ex a RD
-

relation (on 2. IC2 or 1123tR

· reflexive:Fat:aRa a ca?no.

no, proof by counterexample: i 141.
· irreflexive:Vat2:aRa. yes!
proof:Uta+2. a4a.X
· symmetric:Va,btz:acb

=7 b ca.

noproof by counterexample:1/2 but2 41.



· anti-symmetric:Va,btz:aRb-bRa=] a= b

Yes!proof:leta,be.


